
Project Plan

Challenges

Our great challenge for our project is figuring out what plan we would want to

work towards because we don’t have our hands on the Amazon Echo Show 15, yet. It

proved to be a difficult task to imagine the details of the completely new widget that

everyone in the team can agree on. Although we have some ideas that are completely

doable, we find that some of us are still not sure, because we don’t have the device yet,

but we are still trying to narrow down some ideas. The plan to overcome this roadblock

is to work harder on finding research and evidence for a great widget idea that answers

these questions: why would this be utilized, who would be the specific target

demographic, and is it possible to implement?

To stay on task, we all keep each other accountable by giving out assignments

before the week starts to then complete before the next week. We focus on using slack

and iMessage to send out reminders.

Main, Reach, Safety Goals

Right now, the main goal is to create a fun widget that will be used largely by

Georgians. Our safety goal is to create something simple that UGA fans would use such

as having Alexa say sassy UGA college spirit lines. Our reach is to create two widgets

that would; one, display collegiate UGA sports games and score boards and second, be a

virtual desk assistant to the NMI program at UGA. We think we can accomplish our

main goal with all the aspects that we hoped to include. If we can deliver everything

according to plan, that would give us time to polish anything that we may have missed.

If everything fails, we are still confident that our safety goal is completable.

Timeline

Checkpoint 1 - Alpha + Exploratory Research 2/8

Alpha - Grace

Exploratory Research - Maddy Franklin

Project Plan - Katie Dang

PR/FAQ - Madison Pruitt/Jillian Smalls

Presentation - ALL



Checkpoint 2 - Beta + User Research + Plan 3/1

Presentation

User research - Jillian Smalls/Maddy Franklin

Beta - Grace

UX Map - Katie Dang/ Madison Pruitt

Team Name and desired website URL - on this very brief form

Presentation - ALL

Checkpoint 3 - 1.0 + Visual Design Document + Website Beta 3/29

1.0 - Grace

Visual Design Document + Poster - Maddy Franklin/Madison Pruitt

Website Beta - Jillian

SLAM Promotion Material - Katie Dang

Presentation - ALL

Checkpoint 4 - 1.1 + Launch/Social Deliverables + Resume 4/19

1.1 - Grace

Launch/ Handoff / Social Deliverables - Katie Dang

Resume - ALL

Capstone Client Feedback assignment - ALL

Presentation - ALL


